
TEACHER’S NOTES 2022-2023

Kid
®

Common European Framework
KID is a magazine designed for use in the study 
of the English language, based on the guidelines 
of the Common European Framework, which has 
3 levels of reference: Basic (A1, A2); Independent 
(B1, B2); Proficient (C1, C2). KID magazine is for 
intermediate students between levels B1 and B2.

The magazine has 5 issues, each one corresponding 
to a teaching unit. Each KID issue includes easy and 
stimulating exercises which can be used as they are 
or along with textbooks. It is a mini English course 
in ‘magazine format’, which is ideal because: 
 
•  it has practical lessons, already prepared, 

divided into 5 teaching units
•  it is useful for self-learning and self-

assessment
•  it helps to prepare for language certification
•  it combines different educational disciplines

Once the students have completed the magazines, 
they will be able to understand keywords of 
various subjects and write about themes they are 
interested in, describing experiences and events and 
understanding the main ideas of difficult texts with 
real and abstract topics.

The layout
Each issue of the magazine is designed as one 
teaching unit with the key parts being the Report 
on pages 5, 6 and 7 and the games for revision 
on page 15, as well as vocabulary and grammar 
references on the other pages. 

It has the same themes throughout which are dealt 
with in different ways. This is useful because:

• it gives each magazine one single theme without 
being monotonous.

• allows vocabulary and grammar to be memorised 
and revised repeatedly.

• allows students to immediately put into practice 
everything they have learned.

Report 2022-2023:

n° 1 The World of LEGO
n° 2 24 hours Without Technology 
n° 3 Stories about Extraordinary Women
n° 4 The Second Life of Rubbish
n° 5 Open air Museums

Culture in English-speaking countries
• Historical Traditions (page 4)
• Focus on Film (pages 8-9)
• Kid Travel Blog (pages 12-13)

Self-assessment pages
The games on page 15 are fun and allow a quick 
revision of the articles in the magazine.

Audio
Available online.  
Includes the audio of the Report (pages 5-6-7) and 
Have you ever wondered … ? on page 3.

In this guide there is: 
• The annual programme
• Extra exercises to photocopy with answers
• Exercises for self-assessment, with answers. 

www.elilanguagemagazines.com
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PROGRAMME FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023

REPORT GRAMMAR VOCABULARY 

N° 1

September/October

The World of LEGO

• superlatives

• infinitive constructions 

• adverbs

Nouns, verbs and adjectives 

used to tell stories and give 

interesting facts about LEGO.

N° 2

November/December 

24 Hours Without 

Technology

• second conditional

• simple past tense

• infinitive constructions

   [revision]

Nouns, verbs and adjectives 

used to describe a day without 

technology.

N° 3

February 

Stories about 

Extraordinary Women

• simple past tense of 

irregular verbs

• passive

• superlatives [revision]

Nouns, verbs and adjectives 

used to talk about the lives 

of famous women, past and 

present.

N° 4

March/April

The Second Life 

of Rubbish

• passive

• relative pronouns

• infinitive constructions

[revision]

• modals (can, have to, must,

 should)

Nouns, verbs and adjectives

used to describe the collection

and recycling of rubbish.

N° 5

May/June

Open air Museums

• revision of grammar in 

previous issues

Nouns, verbs and adjectives 

used to describe street art, 

what it is and what it means.
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ANSWERS TO GUIDE EXERCISES

No. 1 SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
1A:  1 The LEGO theme parks are called Legoland and there 

are 7 of them all around the world. The first one was 
opened in 1968, in Billund, Denmark. 2 In 2009, a real, 
full-size house was built entirely from LEGO, with around 
3.3 million bricks! The bath and shower worked perfectly 
but the bed was … particularly uncomfortable. 3 The first 
LEGO animated film came out in cinemas in 2014. It was 
called The LEGO Movie and was about the adventures of 
a little man called Emmet Brickowski. 4 The record for the 
highest LEGO tower in the world was achieved in Milan, 
during the 2015 Expo. It was composed of 580 thousand 
bricks and was 35.05 meters high. 5 LEGO is making its 
bricks more sustainable. By 2030 all the pieces they make 
will be made out of plastic produced from sugar cane.

1B:  LEGO Duplo; LEGO City; LEGO Friends; LEGO Technic; 
LEGO Architecture; LEGO Mindstorms.           

1C:  Lego Star Wars – Millennium Falcon. 

No. 2 NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
2A:  1 would be 2 could 3 would enjoy 4 would be able  

5 would like. 
2B:  was, wrote, sent, blew, tied, delivered, invented, built, 

had, spoke, made.
2C:  3, 1, 2, 4.

No. 3 FEBRUARY 
3A:  Marie Curie: Poland, scientist, first woman to receive a 

Nobel Prize and teach at the Sorbonne. Coco Chanel: 

France, fashion designer, she revolutionised the world 
of fashion. Valentina Tereškova: Russia, astronaut, first 
woman astronaut in history. Michelle Obama: United 
States, lawyer and first lady, first African American woman 
to become First Lady. Malala Yousafzai: Pakistan, activist, 
the youngest winner of a Nobel Prize.

3B:  1 Malala Yousafzai 2 Marie Curie 3 Michelle Obama 
 4 Coco Chanel 5 Valentina Tereškova.
3C:  1 taught 2 won 3 was/were 4 made 5 had 6 saw 7 went 
 8 left 9 knew 10 met 11 fell 12 came.

No. 4 MARCH/APRIL
4A:  1 Global Recycling Day is celebrated on 18th March.  

2 Every year two billion tons of waste is produced. 3 In 
order to recycle correctly, all rubbish has to be separated 
carefully. 4 Anna Bullus transforms chewing gum which 
can be modelled into new shapes. 5 Cooking oil should 
never be thrown down the sink. 
4B: 1 a bicycle 2 plastic bottles  3 pineapple leaves 

 4 exercise books, notebooks and coloured paper 5 used 
chewing-gum 6 cooking oil 7 old tyres 8 recycled plastic.

4C:  1 should 2 have to 3 must 4 can 5 can 6 must.

No. 5 MAY/JUNE
5A:  1 Street art, which/that used to be called underground art, 

has become a cultural phenomenon of great importance. 
2 The Fresque de Lyonnais is an enormous painting 800 

metres square which/that the collective Cité Création 
worked on between 1994 and 1995. 3 Banksy painted his 
famous pictures on walls, on which he used mainly stencils 
and spray paint. 4 Leon Keer, whose works of art seem to 
materialise in front of our eyes, is a Dutch artist.

5B: 1 pseudonym 2 Bristol 3 square 4 dimensional 5 injustice 6 
balloon 7 mural.

1

P

2 B R I S T O L

E

3 S Q U A R E

D 4
O D

5 I N J U S T I C E

Y M
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N

S

I

6 B A L L O O N

N

A

7 M U R A L

5C:  1 have tried 2 has changed 3 originated 4 became 5 have 
been 6 painted.

FINAL SELF-ASSESSMENT 
1:  True or False: 1a True 1b False 2a True 2b True 3a True  

3b True 4a False 4b False 5a True 5b False.
2:  Put the words in the correct order:
 1 Thanks to our imagination, LEGO comes to life and 

we can create anything. 2 You too can try to leave your 
mobile phone in a drawer and live 24 hours without 
technology. 3 Coco Chanel revolutionised the world of 
fashion with a new type of style and elegance. 4 The 
recycling of rubbish is essential if we want to reduce our 
impact on the environment. 5 Street art has transformed 
many cities into contemporary art museums with works of 
art that amaze and inspire.

3:  Memory Test: Denmark; ash; three days; 18th March; the 
60s.

4:  Which Report: artists and works of art: N° 1 and N° 5; 
different forms of social involvement N° 3 and N° 5; a 
“different” way to spend your day: N° 2; tyres: N° 1 and 
N°4; women with great ideas: N° 3 and N° 4. 

5-8: teacher’s assessment
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

Kid no. 1 September/October – Academic year 2022-2023. Photocopiable exercises

1A  Five facts about LEGO. Match the sentences on the left with the correct ones on the right.

 1. The LEGO theme parks are called Legoland  -  The bath and shower worked perfectly 
  and there are 7 of them all around the world.  but the bed was … particularly uncomfortable.
 
 2. In 2009, a real, full-size house was built  -  It was called The LEGO Movie and entirely from  

 LEGO, with around 3.3 million man called  was about the adventures of a little bricks! 
  Emmet Brickowski.

 3. The first LEGO animated film came out in -  It was composed of 580 thousand cinemas in 2014. 
 bricks and was 35.05 meters high.

 4. The record for the highest LEGO tower in -  By 2030 all the pieces they make will the   
 world was achieved in Milan, during the  be made out of plastic produced from

  2015 Expo.  sugar cane.

 5. LEGO is making its bricks more sustainable. -  The first one was opened in 1968, in Billund,  
   Denmark.

   
1B To everyone their own LEGO set! Match the sets in the box with the descriptions below.

LEGO Architecture    LEGO City    LEGO Duplo    LEGO Friends    LEGO Mindstorms    LEGO Technic

 These brightly coloured bricks are bigger and are perfect for the little hands of children from the age 
of 18 months to 5 years. They are easy to use, improve their dexterity and, of course, stimulate their 
curiosity. ________________

 Designed for children from the age of 5, these sets have city themes: police who arrest 
criminals, firemen who put out fires, and bricks to build train stations, schools and pizzerias! 
________________ 

 Five fashionable friends, easy to recognise from their hairstyles and clothes. There are drama schools, 
veterinary hospitals, water parks, discos and cute little minifigures that come to life! ________________

 This is a set for older children, but also adults! Start to explore the world of engineering thanks to 
these very accurate building projects that make it easy to understand all the moving parts of cars, 
aeroplanes, motorcycles and other vehicles. ________________

 This set is perfect for adults who love building things and for future architects aged 13 years and 
over. Constructing famous monuments and buildings has never been so much fun! There are sets 
inspired by cities all over the world: New York, London, Paris, Tokyo, Singapore and many others. 
________________

 Building bricks and technology! With these LEGO sets, you can build and program personalised robots 
that can dance, fight and do sports . ________________

1C Did you know?
 
 Which LEGO set is the rarest of them all? We’ll give you a clue (and some letters to help you): you will 

find the name in the Report!

 L E __ O    __ T__ R    W __ __ S -  __ __ L L __ __ __ I U__    F __ L C __ __

www.englishcenter.dk
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

Kid no. 2 November/December – Academic Year 2022-2023. Photocopiable exercises

2A Second Conditional: Fill the space with the second conditional of the verb in brackets.

1. It (be) ________________ difficult now for young people to live without a smartphone.

2. In your spare time, you (can) ________________ read books or go for long walks.

3. If I had no telephone, I (enjoy) ________________ speaking to friends and family, face to face.

4. Without technology, people (be able) ________________ to relax more.

5. Everybody (like) ________________ to have more time to do the things they enjoy.

2B Before the smartphone … there was the telephone! Fill the spaces with the Simple Past of 
the verbs in brackets.

 The Scottish inventor, Alexander Graham Bell, is famous for inventing the telephone in 1876. Before 
that, communicating over long distances (be) _____________ difficult. People (write) _____________ 
letters; some (send) _____________ smoke signals or (blow) _____________ horns; others (tie) _____________ 
messages to pigeons’ feet and they (deliver) _____________ them. However, they say that the Italian, 
Antonio Meucci, (invent) _____________ a simpler version of the telephone twenty years before Bell. 
Meucci (build) _____________ an instrument that (have) _____________ two parts (one for speaking 
and one for listening), connected with a wire to two similar parts. Every time that someone 
(speak) _____________ into the telephone, the sound waves (make) _____________ vibrations that were 
transformed into sound waves in the other telephone.

2C The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put them in the correct order to tell the 
story of Antoine Bruy.

1. Bruy travelled around Europe, looking for stories to tell, and he met men, women and children, 
living close to nature and far from the busy cities.

2. Among cabins and homes built with recycled materials and swings made from old car tyres, in areas 
close to wild animals, the daily lives of these people were based on days and nights, the seasons 
and the phases of the moon, without any clocks.

3. A few years ago, the photographer Antoine Bruy took a series of photos to show the lives of 
people who have decided to live without technology, choosing to rediscover themselves by leaving 
behind the comforts of modern society.

4. None of them came from the country and didn’t know where to start , but they taught themselves 
how to look after farm animals, hunt and grow vegetables.

Correct order:    __    __    __    __

www.englishcenter.dk
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

Kid no. 3 February – Academic Year 2022-2023. Photocopiable Exercises

3A Complete the table with information from the Report.

Coco Chanel Michelle Obama

Russia 

Scientist

First woman to 
______________ and
__________________
__________________

She revolutionised 
_________________
_________________
_________________

First 
_________________
_________________
_________________

First 
_________________
_________________
_________________

The youngest 
_________________
_________________
_________________

3B Who said it?

1. «A child, a teacher, a book and a pen can change the world. They are the most powerful 
weapons.» ( ___________________ )

2. «Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood.» ( ___________________ )

3. «There is no limit to what we as women can accomplish.» ( ___________________ )

4. «Fashion changes but style endures.» ( ___________________ )

5. «Once you’ve been in space, you appreciate how small and fragile the Earth is.» ( ___________________ )

3C Write the Simple Past Tense of these irregular verbs.

1. teach  ➔ _____________________ 

2. win  ➔ _____________________ 

3. be  ➔ _____________________ 

4. make  ➔ _____________________ 

5. have  ➔ _____________________ 

6.    see  ➔ _____________________ 

7. go  ➔ _____________________ 

8. leave  ➔ _____________________ 

9.    know  ➔ _____________________ 

10.  meet  ➔ _____________________ 

11. fall  ➔ _____________________ 

12. come  ➔ _____________________ 

www.englishcenter.dk
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

Kid no. 4 March/April – Academic Year 2022-2023. Photocopiable Exercises 

4A  Change the verbs underlined from Active to Passive.

1. We celebrate Global Recycling Day on 18th March. 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Every year we produce two billion tons of waste.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. In order to recycle correctly, we have to separate all rubbish carefully.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Anna Bullus transforms chewing gum which she can model into new shapes.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. You should never throw cooking oil down the sink.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

4B Rubbish and its new life. Fill the spaces.

1. 800 cans   ➔  ___________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________ ➔  a fleece top or a blanket

3. _____________________ ➔ eco-leather

4 Fruit waste   ➔ ___________________________________________________________________

5. _____________________ ➔  keyrings, cups, mobile phone covers, boots, containers 

6. _____________________ ➔  detergents, biodiesel

7. _____________________ ➔ shockproof floors in play areas

8. _____________________ ➔ benches

4C Fill the space with a modal verb from the Report.

1. Cooking oil _____________________ be collected in the correct container.

2. In order to recycle correctly, we _____________________ separate rubbish carefully.

3. We _____________________ never throw cooking oil down the sink.

4. By recycling rubbish, we _____________________ reduce our impact on the environment.

5. A coffee pot _____________________ be made from 37 cans of aluminium.

6. We _____________________ be more aware of things that are bad for the environment.

www.englishcenter.dk
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

Kid no. 5 May/June – Academic Year 2022-2023. Photocopiable Exercises 

5A Join the sentences using a relative pronoun.

1. Street art has become a cultural phenomenon of great importance. Street art used to be called 
underground art.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. The Fresque de Lyonnais is an enormous painting 800 metres square. The collective Cité Création 
worked on this painting between 1994 and 1995.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Banksy painted his famous pictures on walls. On the walls he used mainly stencils and spray paint.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Leon Keer is a Dutch artist. His works of art seem to materialise in front of our eyes.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

5B Read the clues below and insert them in the crossword. You will find the words in the Report.

1
P

2 I L

3 S U E
4
D

5 N T C

N

6 B L O
N

7 M

5C Simple Past or Present Perfect. Read the following information from the Report and fill the 
gaps with the correct tense of the verb in brackets.

1. Many tourists in Los Angeles (try) _____________________ to get close to the Hollywood sign.

2. Street art (change) _____________________ the appearance of entire streets and areas.

3. Street art (originate) _____________________ in New York and Philadelphia in the 60s.

4. Some years later, street art (become) _____________________ a cultural phenomenon.

5. Since the 80s, there (be) _____________________ murals in Prague inspired by John Lennon.

6. In 2016 Eduardo Kobra (paint) _____________________ the largest mural in the world.

1 False name used by street artists to protect 
themselves.

2 The city that Robert Banks comes from.
3 A place in a city where you will see street art.
4 3D means three... 
5 Something bad that graffiti exposes.
6 The red thing in a famous work by Banksy. 
7 The work of art by Eduardo Kobra which is in 

the Guinness Book of Records.
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

FINAL SELF-ASSESSMENT 

1 True or False. Read the 5 Reports again and decide if the sentences are true or false. There 
are two from each Report. (1 mark for each correct answer)

  True False
1a. LEGO has become one of the most important toy companies,together with Mattel 
 and Hasbro. ❑ ❑

1b. A standard brick is about eight times bigger than a DUPLO brick. ❑ ❑

2a. Spending one full day without a smartphone is often a difficult thing to do. ❑ ❑

2b. It’s normal to experience a ‘digital vacuum’ if you are without technology. ❑ ❑

3a. Marie Curie was the first woman to receive a Nobel Prize. ❑ ❑
   
3b. Michelle Obama is the wife of an ex President of the United States of America. ❑ ❑

4a. Food waste, plastic, paper, glass and aluminum can’t be recycled. ❑ ❑

4b. Cooking oil, if re-used, can cause great damage. ❑ ❑

5a. Street art is an art form which is free for everyone to appreciate. ❑ ❑

5b. Banksy only painted works of art in the city of Bristol, in Great Britain. ❑ ❑

Total marks: 10                           Your score is: ________________

2  Put these words in the correct order to make sentences from the Reports, beginning with 
the words in bold. (2 marks for each correct answer)

1. LEGO  /  anything / Thanks / and / create / our / life / can / to / comes / imagination / to / we

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. drawer / live / too / without / You / 24 / can / your / and / try / in / hours / phone / technology / to / 
mobile / leave / a / 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. new / the / style / Coco / world / elegance / type / Chanel / of / revolutionised / and / with / fashion / a / of

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. impact / essential / to / environment / recycling / if / The / our / of / want / rubbish / on / is / we / 
reduce / the

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. contemporary / Street / works / has / amaze / with / museums / art / transformed / inspire / of / cities / 
art / many / into / art / that / and

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total marks: 10                           Your score is: ________________

www.englishcenter.dk
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

FINAL SELF-ASSESSMENT 

3 Memory test: fill the spaces with the correct answers.

1. In 1932, Ole Kirk Christiansen founded the LEGO company in __________________________ .

2. Before the washing machine was invented, __________________________ was used to wash clothes.

3. Valentina Tereškova’s journey into space lasted __________________________ .

4. Global Recycling Day is celebrated on __________________________ .

5. Street art originated in New York and Philadelphia in the __________________________ .

Total marks: 5                           Your score is: ________________

4 In which Report did we talk about … 

 … artists and works of art?   N° ___ and N° ___ 
 … different forms of social involvement?  N° ___ and N° ___ 
 … a “different” way to spend your day?  N° ___     
 … tyres?      N° ___ and N° ___ 
 … women with great ideas?   N° ___ and N° ___ 

Total marks: 5                           Your score is: ________________

5  Focus on Report N° 2: you have to convince your friend to spend a full day without a 
smartphone. What would you say?

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s assessment (max 5 marks).                          Your score is: ________________
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Name ……………….........................……………………....................……… Class: ………………………..........……..

FINAL SELF-ASSESSMENT 

6 Focus on Report N° 3: think of an”extraordinary “ woman you know (someone from history 
or the world of entertainment, or even from your own family) and write about them. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s assessment (max 5 marks).                           Your score is: ________________

7 Which Report did you think was the most interesting? Explain why you liked it the best.

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s assessment (max 5 marks).                          Your score is: ________________

8 Choose one of the Reports from Kid and write a short summary.

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s assessment (max 5 marks).               Your score is: ________________

Your final score is: _____________________________________________________

11
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40 to 50 marks
Congratulations! Excellent work. You have read Kid very carefully and you 
have a very good knowledge of English vocabulary and grammar. You are 
doing very well!

30 to 40 marks 
Well done! You have understood almost everything and you have a good 
knowledge of English vocabulary and grammar, but you could certainly 
improve and get full marks! Read again the Reports in Kid that you don’t 
remember very well and keep studying.

Less than 30 marks 
Not bad, but you could do better! You probably need to read the Reports 
in Kid again, this time more carefully. Then do some more of the exercises 
again and you’ll see that you’ll do much better the second time!
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